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“A Message from the Principal”
Dear Readers,

It is a pleasure for me to present to you the 19th   edition of the annual magazine cum souvenir 
of the Institute of Hotel Management Catering and Nutrition, Pusa. I hope that the readers will 
enjoy the material presented in this magazine and many of them will be attending the grand 
celebrations on the 22nd   of March 2024 when ‘Abhibyakti 2024’ is going to be released. The 
preceding year has been very rewarding for every stakeholder of IHM Pusa. We have not only 
retained our market leadership position but have been able to further consolidate it. There are 
a number of strides that have been taken in the upgradation of the infrastructure at the 
institution, be it in the laboratories or the student facilities. The support received from overseas 
institutions, especially from the KFPI of the Republic of Korea and the Embassy of Japan, in 
New Delhi has been remarkable for making unparalleled learning opportunities available to our 
students. Likewise, many leading companies in HORECA have further extended their support 
to the students of this institution for their learning. 

The institute’s connect with the most important stakeholder, the alumni body, has further 
strengthened. It was a pleasure to host the Golden Jubilee reunion batch in the institute on the 
28th  of February. The batch which has stalwart chefs like Mr. Manjit Singh Gill, Chef M. S. Gupta, 
Chef Anil Mohan, Chef Sudhir Sibal, and many more, and likewise the Ruby Jubilee reunion batch 
visited the institution on the 07th of March, 2024. This batch which graduated 40 years back has the 
presence of stalwarts like Mr. Puneet Chhatwal, the CEO of IHCL, Mr. Javed Ali, the regional 
director of operations of the Radisson Hotels, celebrity chef  Mr.  Sanjeev Kapoor, and the like, and 
many entrepreneurs who are having iconic places in their own cities like Ellora & Bakery in  Dehradun, 
and even some people you come across who have become tycoons in the logistic industry and other 
areas. So this connect has really been very fulfilling for students who were mesmerized by the presence 
of such stalwarts in the institution and the ease they had to approach them. I wish that the silver jubilee 
reunion, the batch which graduated in 1999 also does take place shortly and the tradition of these three 
reunions continues- the Golden, Ruby, and Silver. The contribution of articles in this magazine has 
been forthcoming from many alumni of the institution who have added another dimension to the 
quality and spread of the topics. Now this contribution from the alumni has been made available through 
some connections that we had with the contributors this time but in the future, through this medium, 
I would like to invite all the alumni to contribute to Abhivyakti regularly. They just need to pen down 
their ideas and send them across to the editorial board. I am positive that space permitting, it would 
find a place in the published material. This is one of the best ways in which one could reconnect with



IHM Pusa and very importantly this annual magazine also serves as a souvenir for every graduating 
student because the batch photographs are there, of every graduating batch, be it the master’s 
program, undergraduate degree program or the diploma programs. So this thing remains for a 
long time as a pride possession by the graduating students and this is a kind of permanence 
that your contributed articles would find. 

You may be aware that on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the institution, a book was released
by IHM Pusa  in which about 47 alumni contributed a chapter and this is an endeavor of IHM Pusa 
to contribute toward knowledge creation in the area of hospitality. All the clubs in the institution
have been contributing exceptionally well in the last year. Special mention is required in two of the 
youngest clubs that the institution has. One of them is the ‘Yuva Tourism Club’ which has been 
organizing wonderful programs and awareness for the propagation of tourism in the country and 
propagating the cause of ‘Dekho Apna Desh’ and other campaigns run by the Ministry of Tourism, 
Govt. of India. Likewise, the IT Club ‘CYNIX’ has taken strides in making the social media presence
of the institution felt. A new edition by this club is the regular podcasts which have been released by them 
and likewise, the literary society is working to release a quarterly newsletter to cover so many activities 
in the institution that every stakeholder must be aware of and the maiden edition is going to be released 
immediately after the annual day of the institution which is going to be held on the 22nd of March. 

As a response to the needs of the hospitality industry, an effort is being made to increase 
our contribution in the area of skill development. A new focus is there on the teaching of  trade 
diplomas in the institution. A lot of additional quality inputs would be there and exposure to the 
students of such diploma programs would also be enhanced through internship and placement 
opportunities. Likewise, going forward, we would be increasing other skill programs 
under the Capacity Building for Service Providers (CBSP) scheme of the Ministry of 
Tourism, Govt. of India. This would be our contribution to fulfill the dearth of trained 
manpower that the unprecedentedly growing hospitality industry badly 
requires. I look forward to receiving you and welcoming you at the 
institute campus or on the website of IHM Pusa.

Thank you very much. Have a wonderful year ahead.

(Kamal Kant Pant)
Principal and Member Secretary
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TOGETHER AS ONE: 
A Message From The Team

Expression is the very essence of life. Every living soul yearns for a chance to express and show-
case what they are truly made of and, more importantly, made for. Here at Abhivyakti, we, too, 
practise a form of expression: to present and to articulate. Every year, we at Abhivyakti assemble 
to put together nothing short of a work of art, absolute yet perspective. We put work into this 
venture with passion and zeal to make it a grand success. Every word is a product of great effort, 
every design crafted with extreme delicacy, every call made with equanimity and diligence. We 
are Abhivyakti, the Magazine Club of IHM Pusa, where the urge to express is given the pen to 
relieve, skills are honed, and talent is provided nourishment and nurturing. We take it nothing 
short of a challenge to be a grand success and surpass our predecessors’ epaulettes. No building 
stands on its own; it needs support structures to be based on and to stand tall.

Similarly, we as a team owe our success to several people who were there for us, with guidance 
and advice, whenever we needed them to be. First and foremost, we would like to express our 
indebtedness to the respected Mrs. V Vidyavathi (IAS), Secretary Ministry of Tourism, for her 
words of wisdom along with our esteemed principal, Mr. Kamal Kant Pant, for allowing us to 
work on this feat. We would also like to extend our gratitude to the heads of departments- Ms. 
Meenakshi Sumbly, Mr. Anil Goyal, Dr. Anshu Singh and Ms. Mamta Bist. We are also grateful 
to the admin staff, exam cell staff and especially Dr. Shweta Misra and Ms. Tanushri Sharma, 
who guided and supported us through this venture. We earnestly thank Cynix for capturing and 
collecting all the moments and helping us articulate them, along with all the other clubs whose 
hard work gives our institute warmth and emotions. 

We would also like to thank eminent personalities Mr. Vijay Wanchoo, Dr. Chef Manjit Gill, 
Mr. Kshitij Gandhi, Mr. Ashwini Nayar, Mr. Shivankit Mehta, Mr. Gaurav Pokhrial, Mr. 
Sunil Dubey, Mr. Pranjal Saikia, Mr. Harsh Bhardwaj and Mr. Ankit Mangla, and Mr. Sandip 
Mukherjee for providing us with their insightful views.

Lastly, we express our heartfelt gratitude to the faculty members and students for their contri-
bution and our readers for giving us the stimulus to achieve our endeavour. Abhivyakti is no 
ordinary team; it is a troupe of performers putting into practice the finest arts of writing. We 
seek to delight the reader, to ensure that at the end of the day, both the reader and the editor leave 
with their hearts filled with warmth and joy, and we eagerly anticipate receiving your valuable 
feedback.



The Story of IHM Pusa:
A Legacy of Hospitality Education and Innovation

Established in 1962, the Institute of Hotel Management, Catering & Nutrition (IHM) Pusa has been 
a cornerstone of excellence in hospitality education in India for over six decades. With a track record of 
consistent top rankings by esteemed news agencies like India Today, The Outlook, and The Hindustan 
Times, IHM Pusa has firmly established itself as a leader in the field. This reputation for academic excellence 
was further affirmed by its No.1 ranking in the annual ranking of Hotel Management Government Institutes 
across India for 2022-23 by GHRDC.  

The academic year of 2023 – 24 witnessed multiple important events conducted by the institute, spearheading 
it was the Regional Cuisine Month. This month-long workshop hosted by IHM Pusa was conducted by 
the students and faculty who set out to explore multiple regional cuisines and the many ways to prepare 

food delicacies from it. This 
experience speaks volumes about 
the culture in IHM Pusa as every 
practice and region is seen with 
the same eyes and respected at 
the same level, hence promoting 
inclusivity and companionship.

Participation in prestigious 
events such as the Bharat Parv 
and the Tour De Chocolate 
underscores IHM Pusa's active 
engagement and leadership 
within the industry. IHM Pusa 
hosted the faculty and students 
of Maharishi Dayanand 
University, for a humanitarian 

cause, bringing culinary excellence to those having special needs. Additionally, initiatives like the TRAS 
campaign, focusing on sustainable consumption and resource management, highlight the Institute's 
commitment to addressing contemporary challenges and fostering responsible practices among its students 
and stakeholders.

A distinguishing feature of IHM Pusa is its vocational course, which integrates practical training with 
theoretical knowledge, ensuring that graduates are equipped with the skills and competencies demanded by 
the industry. 

Looking ahead, IHM Pusa remains dedicated to providing unparalleled learning opportunities, retaining 
experienced faculty members with real-time industry experience, and engaging alumni in shaping its future 
trajectory. Through its unwavering focus on innovation, sustainability, and leadership, IHM Pusa continues 
to set new standards in hospitality education, inspiring generations of future leaders in the field.

By: Aaryan Pateriya B.Sc 3rd Year



In the ever-evolving landscape of the hospitality industry, the concept of 
sustainable and environmentally conscious practices has gained significant 
traction. As the world grapples with pressing environmental challenges, 
the hospitality sector has a unique opportunity to lead by example through 
green investments. These investments not only contribute to a positive envi-
ronmental impact but also yield long-term economic benefits for businesses.
 
Green investments in the hospitality industry encompass a broad spectrum 
of initiatives, ranging from energy-efficient technologies to eco-friendly 
construction and operational practices. One key area of focus is renewable 
energy integration. By harnessing solar or wind power, hotels can signifi-
cantly reduce their carbon footprint and operational costs. Implementing 
energy-efficient lighting and HVAC systems further amplifies these savings, 
offering a win-win scenario for both the environment and the bottom line.
 
In addition to energy, water conservation plays a pivotal role in sustain-
able hospitality. Investing in water-efficient technologies, such as low-
flow faucets and water recycling systems, not only reduces resource 
consumption but also positions a hotel as an environmentally 
responsible establishment.
 
Furthermore, green investments extend to waste management strategies. 
Adopting practices like composting, recycling, and minimising 
single-use plastics can drastically decrease a hotel’s environmental 
impact. Guests increasingly seek out establishments that prioritise 
sustainability, making such initiatives not only environmentally 
responsible but also commercially advantageous.
 
As consumer awareness and demand for eco-friendly experiences continue 
to rise, green investments in the hospitality industry are no longer optional 
but imperative. IHM Pusa, as a bastion of hospitality education, has 
the opportunity to champion these initiatives, shaping the future 
leaders of the industry. By incorporating green investment principles 
into the curriculum and encouraging research and innovation in 
sustainable practices, IHM Pusa can play a pivotal role in steering the 
hospitality industry toward a more sustainable and resilient future. 
The time to invest in green hospitality practices is now, ensuring a 
brighter, more sustainable tomorrow for the industry and the planet.

Sustainable Hospitality:
Green Investments for a Brighter Future







The Annual Day at the Institute of Hotel Management (IHM) Pusa in 2023 
was a grand celebration that transcended cultural boundaries and embraced the 
theme “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam,” reflecting the ancient Indian philosophy that 
translates to “the world is one family.” This theme served as the cornerstone 
for a spectacular event that showcased the rich tapestry of diversity within
the IHM Pusa community.
 
The festivities began with a vibrant cultural parade featuring students adorned 
in traditional attire from various regions of India and around the world. The 
pulsating beats of different music genres echoed through the auditorium of NASC 
complex, symbolising the harmonious coexistence of myriad cultures. This was 
followed by the ceremonial  lamp lighting and welcoming of our chief guest –
Shri Shripad Yesso Naik, Minister of State for Tourism and Ports, Shipping
& Waterways, Government of India by our principal, Mr. Kamal Kant Pant. 
Amongst the dignitaries present was Ms. Anita Baghel and Mr. Mandeep Singh 
Lamba.  
 
The stage came alive with a series of captivating performances that 
showcased the diverse talents of IHM Pusa students. Dance forms ranging from 
classical to contemporary, musical renditions spanning various genres, and 
theatrical presentations exploring cultural narratives enthralled the audience. 
Representing the same love and compassion the theme of the event 
juxtaposes, “Karuna” was the most stand out performance by the dance 
society – “Panchatatva”. This was followed by Asavari’s notes depicting 
harmony and the essence of peace. Their performance of “ Rangstuti” marked the 
invocation of the sacred space and hence set the stage for the ceremony to follow.
 
IHM Pusa’s Annual Day 2023 was a resounding success, not just as a 
celebration of talent and creativity, but as a powerful affirmation of the theme 
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam. The event left an indelible mark, fostering a sense of 
unity and interconnectedness among the IHM Pusa community, echoing the 
sentiment that in our collective diversity, we find strength, beauty, 
and a shared destiny.

CELEBRATING UNITY IN DIVERSITY
IHM Pusa Annual Day 2023

“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”



Glimpses of Grandeur

GREAT INDIAN CUISINE

Keeping up with their social responsibility as a premiere hospitality institute, IHM Pusa 
organised a weeklong cooking workshop, extending a warm welcome to the disciples of 
the Maharishi Dayanand University’s ‘Centre of Disability Studies’ in Rohtak, Haryana. 
The workshop, titled the ‘Great Indian Cuisine’, was centred on utilising cooking as a 
pathway for learning and personal growth.

This empowering event was entirely devoted to the holistic development of special-
ly-abled individuals, and it achieved resounding success, fostering a sense of accomplish-
ment and inclusivity in the participants. The participants prepared several dishes under 
the guidance of our skilled faculty, including Chef Meenakshi Sumbly, Chef Mamta Bist, 
Chef Vipul, Chef Divya Bose, Chef Raunak Arora, Chef Vineet Sheemar, Chef Sharad, 
Chef Aman Rathoud, Chef Sarthak, Chef Rohit Rai and Chef Prayag Rathor.

The scrumptious Indian preparations included delicacies such as Dahi bhalle, Vada pav, 
Banana chips, Kathi rolls and many more. The workshop delved into the diversity of 
Indian flavour profiles through practical demonstrations, empowering participants to 
integrate newly acquired techniques into their culinary repertoire seamlessly.

IHM Pusa hosted a symposium that was a feast for the senses and the mind. The event, 
“Flavourful Fables of Inspiration”, brought together the seasoned chefs from the Indian 
Federation of Culinary Associations (IFCA) and the budding culinary talents from the 
institute. The symposium was a rare opportunity for the young aspirants to learn from
the culinary legends who shared their flavours, techniques, and innovation secrets. 
The event’s theme was ‘Growing Great Chefs’, which aimed to nurture and mentor 
the next generation of chefs. The symposium was also a platform for the students 
to hear the inspiring stories of experienced chefs, who revealed how they overcame 
challenges and achieved success in their culinary careers. ‘Flavourful Fables of 
Inspiration’ was a memorable event that connected the students with the masters 
of culinary art and inspired them to pursue their passion for cooking.

FLAVOURFUL   FABLES  OF  
INSPIRATION



REGIONAL   CUISINE  MONTH

Celebrating our nation’s rich culture and heritage, IHM Pusa organised a regional 
cuisine month, a culinary ode to the various victuals found in India. To celebrate 
this diversity, the students at our institute organised theme luncheons covering 
various cuisines over one month. With the commitment to authenticity being a 
top priority, the students hosted Mughlai, Baniya, Mithaas, Chaat chowk, and 
Fusion food-themed lunches for the regional cuisine month celebrations. The venue 
was adorned with traditional décor and live music, enhancing the experience. 
Guests enjoyed cultural dance performances alongside meticulously crafted meals.

The Mughlai-themed lunch featured a four-course feast with succulent Gilafi kebabs, 
aromatic Murg Musallam biryani, and delightful Angoori kofte, concluding with 
indulgent desserts like Gulab Jamun and Badami Kulfi, leaving guests enchanted.

The Baniya-themed lunch featured delicacies like Moong dal ki pakodi, Pooda, Khat-
ta meetha seeta phal, Bedmi puri, Jalebi with rabdi, and Makhane aur Gulkand ki 
kheer leaving everyone craving for more, ensuring a memorable culinary experience.

The culinary spread at the Mithaas theme featured an exquisite blend of 
savoury delights such as Choley, Rice, Poori, and Raita, harmoniously paired 
with a selection of decadent desserts, including Ras Malai, Raj bhog, Peda, and 
more, ensuring a memorable and indulgent feast for all.

The Fusion Food theme featured a stunning array of dishes using Indian and 
international influences. From the zesty Achari Pizza infused with tangy pickles 
to the indulgent Butter Chicken Lasagna inspired by the beloved Italian 
classic, each creation was a testament to the culinary innovation at play.

The Chaat Chowk theme showcased the art of chaat-making, characterised by its 
ingenious ‘Assembling’ technique, emphasising its quick and customisable nature. 
The menu featured an enticing array of treats, including Takdir seekh kabab, Galuti 
kebab, Mewadi faluda, Banta soda, Gol gappe, Aaloo tikki, Dahi bhalle, and much 
more, ensuring a sensory journey through the flavours of Delhi’s culinary tapestry.



Students of IHM Pusa had a brew-tiful experience at the coffee 
workshop organised by the institute (Bili Hu). The workshop was 
designed to educate and inspire the students about the world of 
coffee, from its origin and history to its cultivation and processing. 
The students learned the art and science of brewing coffee using 
different methods and equipment. They also tasted and evaluated 
various types of coffee, such as espresso, cappuccino, latte, and 
cold brew. The workshop helped the students to understand 
the factors that affect the quality and flavour of coffee, such
as roasting, grinding, and extraction. The students also gained practi-
cal skills and tips on preparing and serving coffee professionally. It was 
a transformative experience for the students, enhancing their knowl-
edge, skills, and confidence in coffee.

BILLI  HU

A distinguished name in the beverage world collaborated with IHM Pusa 
to provide its students with a one-week-long workshop from the 26th 
of February to the 1st of March, 2024. They focused on introducing 
new and nuanced flavours to the students, ranging from Tiramisu 
Martinis, Yuzu lemonade, and Mango Spritzers to Popcorn Martinis—the 
workshop aimed to provide the students with an in-depth knowledge 
and understanding of drink making. The students were motivated to 
learn the skills of beverage-making, bartending, and coming up with 
various concoctions. The workshop was a success, providing the stu-
dents with hands-on experience, skills like syrup production, coming 
up with new flavours, and the use cases of various equipment to enrich 
their skill set.

MONIN  WORKSHOP

Glimpses of Grandeur



IHM Pusa conducted two millet cooking workshops in August 2023 to 
celebrate the International Year of Millets. The workshops aimed to 
promote the consumption of millets, which are nutritious, climate- resilient 
and sustainable crops.

A workshop was held on August 1, 2023, in collaboration with the Food 
Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI). The workshop was 
titled “Millets: From Farm to Plate” and was attended by students 
of IHM Pusa. The workshop featured presentations by experts from 
FSSAI, Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) and National 
Institute of Nutrition (NIN) on the benefits, challenges and opportunities 
of millet cultivation and consumption. The workshop also included a live 
demonstration by expert chefs, who prepared various dishes using millets 
such as ragi dosa, bajra khichdi, jowar roti and foxtail millet salad.

Another workshop was held on August 26, 2023, in association with 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare. The workshop 
was titled “Cooking with Millets” and was designed for chefs from 
paramilitary and government canteens. The workshop aimed to train the 
chefs on how to incorporate millets into their menus and cater to the diverse 
preferences of their customers. The workshop was conducted by the IHM 
Pusa faculty. They demonstrated various recipes using millets such as millet 
biryani, millet idli, millet soup and millet halwa.

The workshops received positive feedback from the participants, 
who appreciated the efforts of IHM Pusa to raise awareness and 
interest in millets. The workshops also showcased the versatility and 
creativity of millets as ingredients for various cuisines and dishes. IHM 
Pusa plans to organise more such workshops in the future to spread 
the message of millets and encourage their consumption for health.

INTERNATIONAL   YEAR  OF  MILLETS



Institute of Hotel Management, Catering and Nutrition, Pusa, New Delhi, celebrated 
the “Swachhata Pakhwada” week from September 16 to September 30, 2023, to follow 
the goals and objectives of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. The institute organised various 
activities, campaigns and competitions for the students to promote environmental purity,
sustainability and green ways of living. The activities included a cleaning drive in
the college hostel, a garbage collection and disposal program, a tag-making competition, and 
poster and quiz competitions. The students showed fantastic enthusiasm and creativity in 
participating in these events, reflecting their environmental awareness and responsibility.

The cleaning drive was held on September 17, where the hostel students meticulously 
cleaned, collected the garbage, and separated it into biodegradable and non-biodegradable. 
This created awareness among the students about the environment, waste recycling, the 
value and sustainability of natural resources and the power of environmental revolution.

The tag-making competition was organised on September 19 to showcase the importance 
of environment and cleanliness. The students created great tags with catchy slogans and 
messages, which motivated them to live a healthy, clean life.

The poster-making competition was held on September 20, focusing on the 5R 
principles (Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Repurpose, and Recycle). This competition aligned 
perfectly with the institute’s Swachhata Pakhwada campaign, which aimed to foster 
awareness and action on cleanliness and hygiene. The students displayed their artistic 
talents while promoting the crucial message of turning waste into valuable resources. It 
encouraged environmental awareness and emphasised the power of innovation and 
sustainability. 

The garbage collection and disposal program was organised on September 23, where the 
teachers and students were actively involved. This incredible cleanliness campaign spread 
the message that it is the social responsibility of all human beings to protect and conserve 
nature. The waste collected that day was separated into biodegradable and non-biode-
gradable waste, and the 3Rs (reuse, reduce, and recycle) were followed by waste disposal. 

A quiz competition was conducted on September 28, where the students tested their 
knowledge and understanding of various environmental issues and solutions. The quiz 
was a fun and interactive way to educate the students about the importance of cleanliness 
and hygiene.

The institute’s Swachhata Pakhwada campaign was a commendable step towards 
creating a clean and green India. The institute collectively gave a positive message - “It is 
no one’s right to destroy the environment. It is everyone’s responsibility to protect the 
environment. So let us join hands to save our planet.”

SWACHHATA  PAKHWADA

Glimpses of Grandeur



Two IHM Pusa students, Vinayak Upadhyaya and Sanchit Das, won accolades at the 
Tour de Chocolate event, a chocolate appreciation contest organised by Tag Taste, 
Mondelēz, and IFCA. The event drew 103 participants and aimed to foster innovation 
in using Mondelēz chocolates. Vinayak impressed the judges with his cheesecake made 
with Mondelēz products, while Sanchit delighted them with his opera cake. Their 
achievements showcase their creativity and IHM Pusa’s commitment to culinary 
excellence. The Tour de Chocolate event, held on September 21, 2023, was a 
collaboration between Tag Taste, a food discovery platform, Mondelēz, a global 
leader in chocolate and confectionery, and IFCA, the Indian Federation of Culinary 
Associations. The event was a part of the World Chocolate Day celebrations. It 
featured a chocolate appreciation contest highlighting the marquee products of 
Mondelēz, such as Cadbury, Oreo, Toblerone, and Milka. The competition challenged 
the participants to create innovative desserts using these products while adhering to 
the “Waste to Wealth” theme. The contest was judged by a panel of eminent chefs and 
chocolatiers, who evaluated the entries based on taste, presentation, creativity, and 
sustainability. The winners received cash prizes, certificates, and hampers from 
Mondelēz. The event also included a chocolate-tasting session, a chocolate art 
exhibition, and a chocolate quiz.

TOUR  DE CHOCOLATE

On September 27, 2023, the Institute of Hotel Management, Pusa, 
New Delhi, celebrated World Tourism Day by hosting a seminar on 
‘Tourism and Green Investment’. The esteemed guests and the honourable 
Principal discussed the central theme and its implications for the 
tourism sector. The conference also featured lectures on various topics, such 
as the food industry’s role in enhancing the environment, the impact of 
irresponsible tourism on natural resources, and the best practices for 
preserving and restoring the environment. The seminar concluded with the 
teachers presenting gifts to the respected speakers as a token of appreciation.

WORLD  TOURISM  DAY



BHARAT PARV

Bharat Parv 2024 was a cultural festival organised by the Ministry of Tourism, 
Government of India, as part of the Republic Day celebrations. The event 
was held at the Lawns and Gyan Path in front of Red Fort, Delhi, from 23rd 
to 31st January 2024. From the zest of Rajasthani to the piquancy of Chettinad, 
IHM Pusa, with its culinary virtuosity, curated a gastronomic odyssey, tantalising 
taste buds with sticky rice, sabudana vada, lemon tea, aloo thechwani, and custard 
apple basundi. Under the stewardship of esteemed faculty members and graced by 
luminaries like Celebrity Chef Gauri Verma and Chef Manjit Gill, IHM Pusa’s 
stall radiated with the fervour of student passion. The live Pizza station was a true 
crowd-pleaser, while the makhni and schezwan momos kept the orders coming 
in non-stop. The college dramatics team, Kaladhar, showcased their skills 
with skits and presentations that enlightened the audience present. Covering
important themes like “Naari Shakti” and “Swacch Bharat”, the members
of Kaladhar did not shy away from speaking up. Each Bharat Parv is graced with
a theme by the Prime Minister, guiding the nation’s vision for the year. 
This year’s theme, encapsulating ‘Dekho Apna Desh,’ ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha
Bharat,’ ‘G20,’ and ‘Mission LIFE,’ resonated profoundly, infusing the event
with national pride. 

THE PUSA PODCAST

“Recording in 3,2,1…” IHM Pusa rolls into its newest venture as the institute 
reaches out to hospitality enthusiasts far and wide through podcasts 
as a means to unfold the dynamics of the industry like never before. The 
podcast as a rostrum lets one tune in to witness stories, insights, 
and guidance from visionary educators and faculty from within the four 
walls of the college right at the touch of a screen. Each episode offers 
inspiration, trends, and discussions tailored to students, professionals, and 
enthusiasts alike. For the debut episode, our principal, Mr. Kamal Kant 
Pant delved into the intricacies and talked about the multifaceted aspects 
of the institute as well as the industry together with HoD Mrs. Mamta Bist
alongside clearing ambiguities regarding the bachelor and diploma courses 
offered by our college. The IHM Pusa podcast is the ideal platform 
to tune in to the multitude of aspects of the hospitality industry and a 
passport to ignite passion, gain knowledge, and unlock endless opportunities 
within the dynamic realm of hospitality education.

Glimpses of Grandeur



KOREAN CUISINE

Never missing any opportunity to nurture young talents by providing
them exposure and experience, IHM Pusa organised a workshop 
on Korean Cuisine from July 20 up to September 15 ‘23, which 
Concluded on Hansik Day. The workshop was focused on the beau-
ty and delicacy of Korean cuisine and culture, proving to be the next big 
thing for food enthusiasts—the beauty and precision of the cuts of meat 
and the bright colours of the cuisine delight onlookers. Recent trends have 
increased popularity and demand for Korean food, especially in India. 
Chef  Minyung Park graced the institute with her presence, guiding the
students with her experience in the field IHM Pusa has always
committed to balancing academics and practical experience, and this
workshop did not miss the mark.



CBSE PRINCIPAL’S MEET

In an endeavour to enrich educational practices and foster collaboration among 
educational institutions, principals from various schools pan-India participated in the 
Exposure Visit Program conducted by CBSE in collaboration with HEIs 
(Higher Education Institutions), for which IHM Pusa served as the platform
for educators to exchange ideas and immerse themselves in the dynamics of the 
world of hospitality. Over two days, educators explored IHM Pusa’s top-notch
facilities, gaining insights into hospitality education trends. Interactive discussions 
with faculty facilitated a deeper understanding of the institute’s resources, 
empowering educators to envision enhancements in their schools. Central to the 
program was a panel discussion led by our Principal, Mr. Kamal Kant Pant, on the 
topic ‘Liasioning Opportunities & Networking with HEIs and Resource Sharing’ 
along with insightful guest lectures by Mr. L.K. Ganguli (Director Administration 
and Finance, NCHMCT) and Mr. Sharad Nautiyal (Consultant, NEP, NCHMCT) 
added to the immersive experience of knowledge-sharing, concluding with a renewed
sense of purpose and camaraderie within the educational community.

Glimpses of Grandeur



CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF PUSA  JOURNAL

Celebrating a decade of scholarly excellence, IHM Pusa, Delhi, marks the 10th anniversary of the Pusa Journal. 
Reflecting on its transformative journey, the journal has evolved from an annual to a biannual publication, 
becoming a cornerstone of academic growth within the institute. Over the past decade, it has been a repository 
for diverse research across the hospitality industry, showcasing contributions from faculty, students, and industry 
professionals. From its inaugural issue in 2015, covering topics like academic audits and terrorism’s impact on hotels, 
the journal expanded to include wildlife tourism, nutrition for older adults, and youth alcohol consumption. The 
foundational years (2015-2018) saw diverse research topics. In 2017, IHM Pusa’s Masters students presented their 
research globally at the “International Conference on Development of Economies through Innovation and 
Sustainable Growth: Vision 2020.” The 2018 edition explored tourism subjects such as Hoga Tourism and 
corporate social responsibility. The 2019 journal covered innovation in hotel rooms, challenges faced by street 
vendors, and food trends. From 2021, it addressed contemporary issues like food at religious places, 
emotional intelligence, and COVID-19’s effects on hospitality. The shift to biannual publication in 2021 increased 
scholarly contributions’ frequency. The Pusa Journal’s impact extends beyond its pages, shaping IHM Pusa’s 
academic landscape and fostering research and innovation. Transitioning from ISSN to e-ISSN in 2022 reflects 
a commitment to technological advancements. As it celebrates its 10th anniversary, the journal looks forward to 
continuing its legacy, embracing trends, fostering collaboration, and contributing to the global academic 
conversation.





In the ever-evolving global hospitality landscape, sustainability has transcended a
mere trend to become a strategic imperative for industry leaders. This 
paradigm shift reflects a deep commitment to responsible business practices that 
ensure long-term viability and positive environmental and social impact. This 
exploration offers a concise yet comprehensive analysis of major hospitality chains’ 
sustainable transformations globally, with a focus on IHCL’s impactful initiatives.

Global Paradigm Shift: Leading global hospitality chains are actively 
redefining operational frameworks, driven by a commitment to environmental 
stewardship and meeting evolving consumer expectations. Sustainability is no longer 
an isolated initiative but a comprehensive strategy shaping core values and strategies 
across borders. Consumers’ increasing awareness of environmental impact has made 
sustainability a key differentiator in the global hospitality arena.

APAC Sustainability Imperative: In the dynamic Asia-Pacific (APAC) region, 
sustainability has become a necessity, driven by environmental concerns and 
consumer preferences. Countries like Japan and South Korea are at the forefront, 
leading global efforts to achieve net carbon zero. APAC’s economic powerhouses, 
including Japan, are integrating green investment strategies aligned with local 
contextsand global sustainability goals. Hospitality in APAC is witnessing a 
transformative shift, with energy-efficient technologies and ethical sourcing becoming 
standard considerations.

South Asia’s Unique Landscape: South Asia, notably India, presents unique 
challenges and opportunities for sustainable practices in hospitality. IHCL, 
exemplified by iconic properties like Taj Grand Palaces, showcases a delicate 
balance between preserving historical landmarks and adopting environmentally 
responsible practices. Rambagh Palace’s recognition with the Rajasthan Energy 
Conservation Award underscores the region’s dedication to energy-saving initiatives. 

Economic and Environmental Objectives: IHCL exemplifies how sustainable 
practices can be economically advantageous. Collaborations with Siemens India 
and Tata Power have resulted in significant cost savings, contributing to long-term 
financial sustainability. The strategic transition to cleaner fuels within Taj Hotels 
Resort Palaces & Safaris demonstrates how macro-level sustainability strategies can 
permeate specific operational facets, reducing emissions and lowering operational costs.
• Collaborative energy efficiency initiatives with Siemens India and Tata Power have 

led to a remarkable conservation of 6591 MWh of energy in the last fiscal year. 

“Sustainable Transformation 
in Global Hospitality: IHCL 
Case Studies”

 Mr. Kshitij Gandhi
Associate Vice President 
- Business Strategy and 
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Water Conservation Initiatives: In water-scarce regions like Rajasthan, IHCL’s water
conservation initiatives play a crucial role. Taj properties, including Lake Palace, Umaid 
Bhawan Palace, and Aravali Resort & SPA, utilise 100% treated sewage treatment plant 
(STP) water for irrigation, showcasing a profound dedication to preserving limited water 
resources. Innovative approaches at individual properties, such as greywater treatment and 
rainwater harvesting, highlight IHCL’s commitment to sustainable water management.
• Annual treatment of 25,000+ kiloliters of greywater and black water at Taj Lake 
• Palace, Udaipur.
• Taj Aravalli Spa & Resort, Udaipur, has treated around 45,000+ kiloliters of water annually 

since its project stage in 2017.

Collaborative Initiatives: Collaborations with industry leaders like Tata 
Power and Siemens India amplify the impact of sustainable initiatives. 
IHCL’s collaborations span energy efficiency programs and solar power 
projects, showcasing the brand’s dedication to reducing its environmental 
footprint while reaping tangible economic benefits. This collaborative effort has 
resulted in the conservation of an impressive 6591 MWh of energy in the last 
fiscal year.
• Collaborative energy efficiency initiatives with Siemens India and Tata Power have 

led to a remarkable conservation of 6591 MWh of energy in the last fiscal year.

Recognition and Impact: IHCL’s commitment to sustainability is recognized 
through accolades like the Rajasthan Energy Conservation Award for Rambagh 
Palace. These acknowledgments not only highlight individual achievements but 
contribute to setting new benchmarks for the entire hospitality industry. The 
impact of IHCL’s initiatives extends beyond individual properties, serving as a case 
study illustrating how sustainability can be seamlessly integrated into the operations 
of iconic establishments, setting new standards for the global hospitality industry.
• Recognition of Rambagh Palace with the Rajasthan Energy Conservation Award is a testa-

ment to the impact of IHCL’s initiatives.

In essence, the global hospitality industry is undergoing a profound shift, and IHCL 
stands at the forefront of this transformation. Sustainability is no longer a peripheral 
concern but a fundamental aspect influencing decision-making, operational 
strategies, and consumer perceptions. IHCL’s journey exemplifies how sustainability 
can be economically viable, environmentally responsible, and socially impactful, offering 
a blueprint for the industry as a whole. As the world looks towards a more sustainable 
future, IHCL’s case studies serve as beacons guiding the way for a responsible and 
resilient global hospitality sector. With ongoing commitment and collaborative efforts, IHCL 
continues to inspire and lead the charge toward a sustainable and thriving future for global 
hospitality.

Executive Insights



Vision Statement

InterContinental Dhaka has been the pioneer of luxury hospitality in Bangladesh since 1966 
with  the vision to introduce the concept of “Sustainable Hospitality” in the country creating best 
practices to be   adopted by the hospitality industry to serve the environment and the community.

Mission- Journey to Tomorrow

InterContinental Dhaka is positioning itself as a market leader in sustainable practices 
creating benchmarks for the hospitality industry. We stand resolute in our ‘Journey to 
Tomorrow’ creating a sustainable business that harmonises us to our community and 
environment.

Management Framework for Sustainable Hospitality

The vision and values, coupled with our dedication to sustainability, guide the implementation 
of Sustainable Operations Guidelines, overseen by the General Manager. This framework is 
executed through Sustainable Action Plans, Sustainable Performance Indicators, and the 
Sustainability Fund. Monitoring these initiatives involves collaboration among the finance 
and HR directors with support from the engineering department. The outcome includes 
training and education for both hosts and guests, financial incentives and local community 
development. Manager In Charge-Sustainability oversees these efforts to establish a culture of 
sustainability among the hosts.

Four Core Principles of Sustainable Hospitality

ROI Centric: Sustainable Hospitality endeavours to be Return on Investment (ROI) centric,
emphasising the economic viability of implementing environmentally friendly practices with 
profitability.

Consistency: The principle of consistency in Sustainable Hospitality underscores the 
importance of maintaining a steadfast commitment to sustainable practices. This involves 
long term integration of environmentally conscious strategies into every aspect of the business 
consistently.

Scalable: Scalability is a fundamental aspect of Sustainable Hospitality, emphasising the need 
for sustainable practices to be adaptable and applicable to businesses of varying sizes and growth 
oriented as per the organisation’s developing needs.

Ease of Replication: The ease of replication principle highlights the importance of creating 
sustainable practices that are easily replicable across diverse settings within the hospitality
industry.

“Sustainable Hospitality at 
InterContinental Dhaka”

Mr. Ashwani Nayyar
General Manager 

Intercontinental Dhaka 
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Strategic Partnerships for Sustainable Development

Partnership with Central Procurement Technical unit
CPTU, a division within the Ministry of Planning’s Implementation Monitoring and 
Evaluation Division, is actively engaged in the implementation of electronic procurement, 
commonly known as e-GP. InterContinental Dhaka has made a partnership with the Central
Procurement Technical unit for mutual development in the field of sustainable procurement.

Partnership With Smart Bangladesh Network
The Bangladeshi government is actively pursuing the realisation of the SMART 
Bangladesh vision through its focus on four key pillars: Smart Citizens, Smart Economy, Smart 
Government, and Smart Society so, the government is actively seeking both national and 
foreign investments to generate substantial employment opportunities. InterContinental 
Dhaka has entered a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Smart Bangladesh Network 
(SBN) to establish a partnership aimed at leading the way in sustainable hospitality practices.

Sustainable Actions aligned with SDGs.

InterContinental Dhaka is committed to aligning its operations with several 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as part of its ongoing efforts to contribute 
positively to global sustainability. Here’s how the hotel is actively working towards specific SDGs:

Sustainable People & Gender Equality (SDG 5):

Efforts: InterContinental Dhaka prioritises and actively works towards ensuring gender equality within 
the workplace.
Actions: Under the unwavering commitment to fostering inclusivity and championing equal 
opportunities, the hotel is dedicated to eradicating gender-based discrimination while actively 
promoting female colleague inclusion across all facets of its operations. A testament to this 
commitment is the initiation of the DAC (Differently Abled Colleagues) inclusion project, a 
laudable endeavour that involved the recruitment of four specially challenged workers. Among 
them,two colleagues grapple with hearing disorders, while the remaining two contend with speech
impairments. To ensure their seamless integration into the workforce, the hotel has meticulously designed 
a specialised management and communication process tailored to their unique needs. To ensure proper 
work life balance of colleagues our hotel implemented a weekly two day weekend from one day in 2024.

In the spirit of corporate social responsibility (CSR), the hotel took significant strides in 
2023, orchestrating a series of impactful initiatives. Noteworthy among these efforts was the 
celebration of “Giving for Good Month,” marked by generous food donations and 
enlightening health awareness sessions. Furthering its commitment to environmental stewardship, the 
hotel engaged in tree plantation activities, aligning its efforts with the broader goal of sustainability.

Beyond the realm of corporate social responsibility, the hotel played a pivotal role in community 
engagement by hosting a luncheon with an orphanage to commemorate National Victory Day. 
Additionally, the hotel demonstrated a profound sense of compassion through a corporate 
fundraising initiative aimed at supporting the cancer treatment of a colleague from a sister 
concern company.



Emphasising the holistic well-being of its staff, the hotel also organised “Young Forever” 
exercise sessions, promoting a culture of health and wellness among its colleagues. These sessions 
underscore the commitment to fostering a vibrant and healthy lifestyle within the organisational 
culture.

Energy Efficiency (SDG 7):

Efforts: The hotel is dedicated to implementing energy-efficient practices.
Actions: InterContinental Dhaka makes investments in energy-efficient technologies, 
incorporating five-star rated appliances, light automation systems, and power-saving modes 
in guest rooms. These measures enhance energy consumption patterns, aligning with the 
objectives of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 7. Additionally, to reduce water 
consumption, the hotel has introduced a smart irrigation system and employs flow control water mixtures.

Innovation for Eco-friendly Amenities and Services (SDG 9):

Efforts: InterContinental Dhaka focuses on providing eco-friendly amenities and services through 
continuous innovation.
Actions: The hotel proactively seeks and applies innovative solutions to minimise its 
environmental impact, ensuring guest experiences align with Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 
9. InterContinental Dhaka introduced measures to reduce plastic usage, resulting in savings of 
around BDT 3.5 million by replacing 1120 kilograms of plastic during January-December (2023).

Promoting Local Sourcing and Responsible Resource Consumption (SDG 12.7):

Efforts: InterContinental Dhaka actively promotes responsible sourcing and resource consumption.
Actions: The hotel places a strong emphasis on procuring raw materials from the local 
community, thereby transforming local resources into global offerings and adopting a Glocal 
approach. This strategic shift resulted in savings exceeding 3.5 Crore TK in 2023, while simultaneously 
contributing to the economic development of the region. Additionally, the hotel is committed to 
responsible energy and resource consumption, aligning with Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12.7.

Future Sustainability Measures

InterContinental Dhaka is shaping the trajectory of sustainable hospitality by introducing an 
extended maternity leave policy, increasing it from four to six months from 2023. In addition, a 
dedicated day care centre for the children of our colleagues is being established. As part of our 
commitment to sustainable hospitality, we are expanding our efforts with a more comprehensive waste 
management policy, an enhanced procurement policy, and the establishment of an in-house water 
plant. Furthermore, our commitment extends to the eco-friendly practice of replacing plastic water 
bottles with recycled glass alternatives. These initiatives underscore our dedication to a sustainable future 
in the realm of hospitality. These strategic decisions align with our broader goals of fostering sustainability, 
enhancing employee benefits, and advancing our commitment to environmentally conscious practices.
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Having worked in hotel operations for 44 years, one aspect I have focused on post 
the year 2000 (my first General Manager’s assignment with ITC Hotels), is the role 
of hotels in contributing to the efforts of the environment division of the Delhi 
establishment- DELHI POLLUTION CONTROL COMMITTEE (DPCC). These 
initiatives started decades ago, yet I felt that at the grass root level it took a long time for 
the awareness to be created. Success of any such initiative will depend largely on the 
person who drives this and the willingness of the investors and owners to support the 
initiative wholeheartedly. One single person can never achieve any substantial results.
 Of course, the Engineer of the hotel must be adept at the technicalities. In addition, 
larger organisations will benefit by hiring experts or environmental engineers in addition to 
the chief engineer.

We must always remember that the earth was not inherited from our forefathers, 
rather borrowed from our children.

Hence, each and every one must realise that at every level you must play your part. This too 
applies to domestic awareness and implementation.

When we speak about various initiatives the immediate one of course that comes to my 
attention is WATER.

1.  Water:
Awareness must be created at the grass root level by introducing this subject in junior
schools. Daily lakhs of litres of water are wasted by people not making 
efforts and simply because of ignorance. Water must be conserved at any cost. 
Additional implements like water controllers in showers and taps are further 
helpful and sensor-based taps are also very effective, more so in today’s less contact 
requirements in recent times. As hoteliers we must keep our eyes open for 
leaking taps, pipes etc.Many buildings/cinemas have adopted waterless urinals, and this 
is a huge initiative.

RAINWATER HARVESTING is extremely important and building norms are not
inclusive of this requirement and the number of pits depends on the 
acreage of the property. A 7-acre property must have at least 5 pits in my view.
For any business, the less the water consumed, the lesser the costs and besides 
you contribute to the cause of sustainability. So the advantages are two pronged.

 2.  Avoiding usage of plastic
Easy things are like bad habits and difficult and beneficial steps must become a habit   and 
replace the easy ones.Plastic is a major source of environmental damage, and all plastic 
bottles must be replaced with glass bottles. In fact, at a hotel, we converted plastic bottles

Mr. Vijay Wanchoo
Ex General Manager - The 

Imperial

“Trends and innovations in 
green hospitality- A double 
impact”



into fabric for aprons, newspaper bags and laundry bags and also sold T-shirts in our boutique. 
Many hotels today are installing water bottling plants in their vicinity and ensuring that 
plastic bottles are completely phased out. 

3.    Significance of Green energy:
Solar, wind, hydro, and nuclear power have already made their way into major industries. Though 
investing in solar panels is not easy due to costs, yet for heating water at least solar panels must be 
integrated with the boilers or calorifiers which consume an immense number of units of electrical and energy.

4.    Garbage disposal/segregation:
As per the regulations, wet garbage must be segregated, and the non-biodegradable stuff 
must be disposed of separately. Further, no wet garbage must leave the property and each 
hotel must install OWCs or Organic Waste Composters which convert the garbage into manure.

5.    Gas tandoors:
At a particular hotel we replaced the tandoors with electrical roti makers in the 
employee’s restaurant. Each tandoor consumed 30 to 40 kilos of coal per day. Now, to understand the 
savings you can calculate that over ten years, there would have been huge savings of money and 
natural resources. The roti maker works with natural gas and only10 percent electrical energy.

6.    The 3 R principle-reduce, reuse and recycle:
Hotels need to reduce the amount of waste generated. Recycling also plays a very 
important role in the process. It’s not only limited to plastic or glass. One can recycle 
various things such as fused bulbs, cans, cartons. As an operator, one must ensure that all single use 
plastic items like straws, swizzle sticks and many other implements are replaced with biodegradable 
material. E waste like cartridges, CDs, electronic parts etc is another aspect which needs to be focused on.

7.    Sewage treatment plants:
It is mandatory that the entire wastewater is recycled through the STP and this water is used for 
flushing and also for gardens etc. This is another huge contributor to a healthy bottom
line and supports sustainable efforts.

8.    Paper conservation:
One major concern is paper and paper products which have a waterfall effect. Several steps are 
being taken across the globe, yet we are far away from any achievement. In today’s digital world, the 
organisations must ensure that all printed reports must be converted to E reports only. Reuse of 
paper under the GOOS (Good on the other side) concept must be implemented in every office.

9.    Replacing bathroom amenities:
Many luxury chains are switching to wall mounted dispensers for shampoos, conditioners etc in 
the shower area, thereby doing away with lakhs of single use mini bottles. This naturally 
will also cut costs in a huge way. 

Global warming is a huge challenge and if we need to stop our glaciers from disappearing and the global 
temperatures rising, we all must play our part.
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In today’s world, sustainability and environmental consciousness have become increasingly important in 
various industries. One sector that has taken significant steps towards greener practices is the
hospitality industry, particularly luxury hotels and restaurants. Among the leaders in 
this movement is ITC Hotels Luxury Collection, a pioneer in beefy efficiency and 
design, with all its hotels boasting LEED certification, also my alma mater.

Green hospitality goes beyond just using eco-friendly materials; it encompasses a cultural paradigm 
shift towards sustainable practices and operations. From energy-efficient lighting and water 
conservation measures to waste management and locally sourced ingredients, green practices in hotels 
and restaurants have the potential to make a significant impact on reducing carbon footprints and 
preserving our planet. ITC Hotels does thrive on the “Locavore” concept to 
reduce carbon footprints & add value to the entire cycle.

ITC Hotels Luxury Collection has been at the forefront of incorporating green 
practices into its operations. With LEED certification, these hotels have proven their 
commitment to sustainability through various measures such as energy-efficient HVAC systems, 
low-flow plumbing fixtures, and intelligent building management systems. These efforts not only 
contribute to reducing the environmental impact but also enhance the overall guest experience.

As future leaders, it is crucial to recognize the importance of green hospitality and imbibe these 
practices in our endeavours as owners, partners, or employees. By adopting sustainable practices, we 
can create a positive impact on the environment, while also appealing to the growing number of 
eco-conscious consumers. From implementing recycling programs and reducing food waste 
to promoting renewable energy sources and supporting local communities, there are numerous ways
in which we can contribute to a greener hospitality industry.

Moreover, staying updated with the latest trends and innovations in green hospitality is essential 
for future leaders. As technology advances, new tools and solutions emerge that can further enhance 
sustainability efforts in the industry. From smart energy management systems and advanced 
water-saving technologies to the use of renewable energy sources and green building 
designs, there is always room for improvement and innovation.

However, it is essential to remember that green hospitality is not solely about materials or practices; it is a 
cultural paradigm. It requires a shift in mindset and a commitment to making sustainable choices in every 
aspect of hotel and restaurant operations. From training staff on eco-friendly practices to involving guests 
in conservation initiatives, creating a green culture within the organisation is crucial for long-term success.

ITC Hotels Luxury Collection serves as an excellent example of how a luxury 
hotel brand can integrate sustainability into its core values. By combining beefy efficiency and 
design with LEED certification, they have set a benchmark for other hospitality brands to 
follow. As future leaders, we have the opportunity to build on these successes and take green 
hospitality to new heights, ensuring a more sustainable and eco- friendly future for the industry.



“Trends and Innovations 
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The hospitality industry can leave a considerable footprint on the environment 
and as aresult, environmental behaviour in this industry is currently receiving
a great deal of attention. Over the past few years, guests have looked beyond 
amenities to decide where they want to stay. Recently, guests have shifted their 
focus to a property’s sustainability efforts, aligning their choices with personal 
beliefs as they have become more conscious of the environmental impact of 
their choices than ever before. Green Hospitality is all about reducing the
environmental impact through green best practices in services, maintenance, supply 
chain, products, and supplies with the core elements revolving around reducing 
Water, Waste and Energy. 

Organisations are now actively strategizing on how to align their practices to reduce 
carbon emissions and promote environmental sustainability. Reducing waste, 
preserving natural resources, and minimising our impact on the planet is not only a 
moral obligation but also a crucial differentiating factor for business success with 
the current emphasis on recovering revenue in a post-pandemic market. Today, there 
are many steps taken by hotels to move toward sustainability. Some of them are major 
capital expenditures, such as the replacement of the HVAC system; others are low-cost 
and easy to implement. Increasingly, hotels are receiving certifications of sustainable 
business practices, for example, linen and towel reuse programs, water savings programs 
and plastic-free amenities. The industry must reorient its operating models to deliver 
responsibly. Preserving and nurturing natural systems and the com-
munities that depend on them assures the longevity and well-being of 
the industry. As a pioneer of India’s hospitality industry, IHCL has set 
many benchmarks in the sector, which continue to develop and evolve. 

Today, making hospitality sustainable is an existential challenge and as the cus-
todians of Indian hospitality, IHCL renews its commitment to lead the path in 
sustainability. IHCL has launched Paathya, ESG framework that anchors 
the organisation’s holistic response to the sustainability challenge. ‘Paathya’, derived 
from the  Sanskrit word ‘kYo’ means both ‘way’ and ‘solution’. Through Paathya, 
w e 
seek to tackle challenges that are material to the organisation and priority
areas for the industry to pave the way for a sustainable future. 
IHCL has defined several short and long-term goals to be 
fulfilled by 2030 under Paathya. From 100% elimination of single-use plastic 
across all its hotels to ensuring 100% of wastewater is reused, 100% of our hotels 
will be certified to a global sustainability standard. Representing best prac-
tices, 88 IHCL hotels have achieved EarthCheck certification with 
59 Platinum recognitions, the largest in the global tourism industry. 
Furthermore, all business meetings and conferences will go green with the intro-
duction of Innergise - Green Meetings, reducing their environmental impact. 
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IHCL and IFC TechEmerge Made Strides in Green Hospitality Managing hospitality 
operations is intricate, hence incorporating appropriate tech solutions can broaden 
the scope of project planning to everyday execution, while contributing to 
environmental conservation. Knowing the importance of technology for Green 
Hospitality, IHCL successfully completed nine pioneering pilot projects in 
collaboration with IFC TechEmerge, within a short span of 18 months. This 
underscores the company’s commitment to fostering environmentally responsible 
practices to bring efficient, climate-smart, cost effective cooling solutions to India’s 
hospitality sector. 

IHCL with Paathya, has been committed to driving sustainability and social impact 
measures. The rigorous testing of nine innovative cooling solutions has allowed 
the company to validate its real-world performance. The implementation of these pilots 
across our portfolio has the potential to result in savings of up to US$18.2 million and a 
substantial annual reduction of 108,000 ton CO2 emissions.



Q. HOW DOES THE LOCATION OF A HOTEL IMPACT ITS SUCCESS AS 
A PROPERTY?

A. Indeed, location is very important; in fact, it’s the key factor. Every hotel strives to 
make sure that it is in a place where it is well connected and easily accessible, and there 
are reasons for the customer to want to visit the place: be it Mumbai for commercial 
reasons or Goa for touristic reasons or any other reason. Connectivity is a very crucial 
factor. The Oberoi group’s current project in Khajuraho is facing this issue. There is 
just one flight and no connectivity via rail. We are hoping this issue gets resolved in 
the near future. So, be it a commercial, tourist, wedding, or some other reason for 
travel, location is the most critical factor when deciding where exactly to build a hotel.

Q. CAN SUSTAINABILITY BE TAKEN INTO STRIDE BY HOTELS WITH-
OUT COMPROMISING ON GUEST COMFORT?

A. Sustainability is one of the most crucial factors in today’s world. We are all well 
aware of the fact that this world needs sustainable development, and if that is not 
achieved, there should be no development at all. The Oberoi group is cognisant 
of the fact that today’s world calls for sustainability and has taken significant strides 
towards achieving that. The Oberoi, Gurugram, for example, is Platinum LEED rated, 
and we have undertaken efforts to use only locally sourced goods and materials and 
reduce our dependence on imported materials. Sustainability is one of the most 
crucial parameters we consider while building hotels. As for its impact on guest 
comfort, the past two decades have seen an unprecedented rise in awareness of the 
environmental implications for our guests. As a result, guests are more than
happy to pitch in our efforts to achieve sustainability.

In our efforts to conserve water, we have put tags on guest room towels, offering 
them a choice as to whether they wish their towel to be washed every day 
or skip some days. We have found that a majority of the guests have chosen 
to skip sending the towel to the laundry every day. We have actively worked 
to switch to cleaner sources of energy like solar power. To conserve power, 
we have installed motion sensors and occupancy sensor light fixtures across our 
properties. We have actively incorporated technical advancements to ensure that 
guest comfort is not compromised. Many guests even ask for the hotel’s sustainability 
rating before making reservations, so the best part is that the effort is coming 
from both sides.

Mr. Sunil Dubey
Vice President - Project 

Coordination
The Oberoi Group

Q&A with Mr. Sunil Dubey
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Q. WHAT DO YOU THINK OF HOTEL CHAINS’ RECENT EXPANSION INTO 
TIER 2 AND TIER 3 CITIES?

The concept of tier 2 and tier 3 cities is now very old school. As the population has risen, 
these cities have grown tremendously and now are providing new markets for our industry. In 
big cities like Delhi and Mumbai, the market is quite saturated already. However, in cities 
like Jabalpur, Raipur and Khajuraho, there are fewer hotels, and these cities act 
as new avenues for expansion and diversification for hotel brands. An investment in 
cities like these is definitely going to be fruitful in the near future.

Q. OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS, WE HAVE SEEN A SIGNIFICANT DECLINE IN 
ENROLLMENT IN HOSPITALITY COURSES. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE 
REASON FOR THAT?

A. I cannot think of a possible reason for that. It is something that baffles me. Our industry 
is a growing business, and much demand is being generated. We expect a huge employment 
generation in this segment in the upcoming years. This is an industry which will only 
grow over the next ten years as more and more people will tend to travel to different places.

Q. RECENT YEARS HAVE ALSO SEEN DEVELOPMENT IN ARTIFICIAL INTEL-
LIGENCE TECHNOLOGY. WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE THIS MEANS FOR OUR 
INDUSTRY?

A. Indeed, AI is getting into every aspect of our lives, and our industry is no exception.
Traditionally, the Oberois detested the integration with technology as the classic feature 
of our brand has been focused on guest experience using touch and feel. But we have now 
started using the AI for other non-core departments like property management systems and the 
MEP, i.e. mechanical, electrical and plumbing components, as well as the heating and cooling 
systems. AI systems are successfully managing these systems and thus are reducing operational 
costs. Within the next decade, we will see a huge rise in the usage of such technology across 
various fields in the industry, and it is important for us to know how and where we can use this 
technology to increase efficiency, reduce operational costs and enhance the guest experience.

Q. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE USAGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA AS A DIGITAL 
MARKETING TOOL IS WORTH IT OR DOES IT RAISE CONSUMER EXPECTA-
TIONS TO AN UNACHIEVABLE LEVEL?

A. Certainly not; usage of social media is definitely worth it. It gives you the outage, the platform to 
reach out to the people. In today’s scenario, the competition has increased, and frankly, you need all 
the outages you can possibly get. 2-3 decades back, there were just five hotel chains in India; now, there 
are more than 25. The competition is cut-throat, and social media is one of the cheapest marketing 
methods out there. Everyone out there is on social media, and the outreach it gives is incredible.



Q. WE ARE THRILLED TO HAVE YOU WITH US IN OUR COLLEGE. WHENEVER 
YOU COME, WE FEEL INSPIRED TO CONTINUE ON THE JOURNEY WE 
HAVE SET OURSELVES ON. HOW IS YOUR EXPERIENCE COMING BACK?

A. I have much nostalgia for this place; it has been 50 years since I graduated. It has been a long 
and exciting journey. The profession itself is quite something: it keeps you busy both mentally and 
physically, there is no time to waste, and it is indeed quite exciting to work in the field of culinary. 
I believe that everybody has a passion for something or the other; it is our job to find that passion, 
follow up on it, and excel in the particular field. I followed my passion in this field; there has been 
so much to learn, read, and stay contemporary. You must always have a vision of what you want to 
achieve. When we work in restaurants today, we do not design a menu for today; we create a menu 
for up to 5 years into the future. You must plunge into its depth and decide on things people will 
love for the next 5 years. You don’t just have to think about yourself and of people like you; you 
have to think about the customers, who are of all kinds: older and younger than you. You must 
understand their likes and dislikes, which change over time. These are some challenges you must 
overcome, giving you the strength, passion and zeal to continue working. You get inspired by young 
people to produce things for them: that’s the beauty of this profession; it keeps you on your toes.
 
Q. WHAT HAS BEEN THE BEST PART OF YOUR JOURNEY SO FAR?

A. The best part is never just a moment; they continuously happen. In the food business, 
the best part has always been the same as it was 40 years ago: a smile on the face of the 
person for whom the food was conceptualised and produced. This shows that you have achieved 
everything, satisfying you as a chef. You work hard to achieve this, and it’s a new challenge every 
day. Your prior accomplishments mean nothing: today is a new day, and a new customer awaits.
 
Q. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU OFFER TO US STUDENTS AS THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF CHEFS?

A. According to my experience in this industry, one piece of advice to the new cooks joining 
the field is to focus on the basics and put special efforts into learning and perfecting the 
various cooking methods. Don’t focus on what a recipe says; focus on what production
method is to be followed to achieve the desired output. The best example of this 
is the roti. The recipe asks you to make a soft dough, but how can you ensure this 
is the softness you want? After making it 10-15 times yourself, you realise 
the texture you need. Only practising cooking methods gives you what you need to make 
a good chef. The recipe for roti essentially consists of just 2 ingredients: water and 
flour. But still, making a perfect roti is quite the challenge. A good cook creates a good 
recipe; a good recipe does not create a good cook. Even the Vedas state that all 3 are 
needed in cooking: knowledge, action and practice. Also, consistency is the key. 
Once you create something, store it in your memory. When you set yourself to 
repeat it, recall your previous attempt and attempt to either replicate it or to eliminate any
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mistake made in the last attempt. This is a process that must continue until absolute perfection, and 
consistency is achieved. Another thing that must be focused on is presentation. Whatever dish you 
prepare for service, look at it through the eyes of the guest, examine all possible aspects, and only then send 
it ahead. Another essential thing which young chefs must focus on is working on their own cuisine. That is 
not something I realised as a youngster myself. Everyone has a cuisine they belong to, something known as 
the mother cuisine, and that is something a chef should focus on and achieve perfection in. Not only does 
the mother cuisine offer you a sense of belonging, but it also offers you an edge and a scope for creativity.

Q. HOW CAN IFCA AND THE CHEF’S MANIFESTO COLLABORATE?

A. The IFCA is a federation of chefs across India; we cover about 10-12 chapters across the nation; 
essentially, it is the professional association in the culinary industry, focusing solely on the growth 
of the profession. We are proud members of the World Chef Association, a 124-year-old body with 
members from 110 countries. The IFCA has connected with the Chefs Manifesto because they 
wanted to communicate with the chefs, and we were only too happy to help them out. We exchanged 
ideas about what a chef should do and how to be sustainable. As a professional association, we also told 
them what we were doing regarding these issues. We have worked with them worldwide with various 
workshops, conventions, roadshows and presentations. Recently, we worked with them in Stockholm 
in an event much like the Bharat Parv we had here in Delhi. All the stalls would provide us with their 
yellowing vegetables and old food items, which would generally be thrown away. We all worked to make 
delicacies out of that. Our ingredients were not spoiled; it was just something that is usually 
considered waste.
 
Q. HOW DID YOU FIND WORKING WITH THE ITC GROUP OF HOTELS?

A. I joined ITC Maurya in’ 77-’78. By 1979, I realised I was not learning anything; I was still 
where I started. I decided to pursue a course in the Middle East and decided to leave my job 
for it. But ITC was so good that they offered me unpaid leave at the time. I pursued various 
courses paid for by the ITC itself. That helped my career immensely, and I owe my success to ITC. 
These companies are worth spending 10-15 years at, which will help you in self-development.
 
Q. ECO-GREEN IS AN INITIATIVE RUN BY YOUR FIRM. WOULD YOU LIKE TO TELL 
US ABOUT IT?

A. After my retirement in 2020, I had a lot of time on my hands. In my family, many people have a 
very keen interest in food. Both my daughters own restaurants; one of them is in Canada, and my 
son, who is a lawyer, also possesses an interest in food. We all came together and started a live kitchen 
business, where we cook with a lot of creativity and passion. We work on setting standard recipes for 
food production on a scale. It has been an incredible learning experience for all of us. We have been 
working on providing training to aspirants as well. We have also started working in fairs and events as well.



Pranjal Saikia, a simple lad hailing from Dibrugarh, Assam, known as the Tea City 
of India, embarked on a journey that would take him from the lush landscapes 
of Natun Bolai Gaon to the bustling kitchens of Carnival Cruise Lines in the 
USA. His story is a testament to passion, perseverance, and the pursuit of dreams.

Roots in Nature and Culinary Aspirations:
Pranjal’s love for nature and fascination with culinary arts took root during his childhood 
visits to his grandmother’s village. Amidst the abundance of nature and limited resources, 
he honed his creativity by immersing himself in radio broadcasts and observing his 
grandmother’s traditional cooking methods using fresh herbs, aromatics, and minimal oil.

Defying Expectations and Pursuing Dreams:
After completing his BCom in Finance from Gauhati Commerce College, Guwahati, Pranjal 
made the unconventional decision to become a chef despite facing scepticism from family and 
friends. Undeterred, he convinced his mother and younger brother of his vision, packed 
his bags and set out for Delhi, where he was admitted to the Craftsmanship Course 
in Food Production & Patisserie at IHM Pusa.

Struggles in a New City:
Pranjal’s arrival in Delhi began a challenging yet rewarding journey. Alone and determined, 
he found a place to stay in Todapur, building connections with neighbours and earning the 
respect of his landlord. His time at IHM Pusa was a transformative experience, with the 
mentorship of respected faculty Arti Ghai Maam guiding him through the intricacies 
of culinary arts.

A Culinary Triumph in Chennai:
Pranjal’s culinary prowess shone through during a cooking competition in Chennai, where 
he faced initial resistance but ultimately dazzled the judges with a Valentine’s Day-themed 
dish. Despite the challenging conditions, his red velvet cake with ice cream and caramel 
garnish earned him accolades and recognition from none other than the Executive Chef 
of Hyatt.

From Carnival Cruise Lines to Dibrugarh: (A Noble Return to Assam)
Individuals like Pranjal Saikia remind us of humanity’s true essence in a world often consumed 
by ambition and material pursuits. Despite the criticism from neighbours and relatives, 
Pranjal chose to leave his high-flying career in the USA to contribute to the development of 
his hometown. 

Pranjal Saikia’s journey from IHM Pusa to becoming a culinary ambassador for Assam is an 
inspiring tale of resilience, passion, and the unwavering pursuit of one’s dreams. Returning 
to his roots, he carved a niche for himself and became a beacon of inspiration for 
aspiring chefs in Assam and beyond.

Testament to Passion
Mr. Pranjal Saikia’s guide to a successful and holistic career

Mr. Pranjal Saikia
Alumni IHM Pusa
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Born and raised amidst the serene landscapes of Assam, Pranjal’s heart always belonged to his homeland. It 
was during a simple evening walk in Miami, amidst the grandeur of a polo ground, that fate intervened. A 
chance encounter with the Owe Tenga (Elephant Apple) and the enchanting fragrance of the Togor Phool 
(White Flower) transported him back to the lush greenery of Assam, stirring within him 
a deep sense of longing and responsibility.

At that moment, Pranjal knew where his true calling lay. He made the courageous decision 
to leave behind the comforts of his life in the USA and return to Dibrugarh, not for personal 
gain, but to work for the betterment of his people. It was a decision met with scepticism and criticism 
from well-wishers and relatives who failed to understand the noble cause driving his actions.

But Pranjal’s heart remained steadfast, fueled by a desire to make a tangible difference in the lives of those 
he held dear. He embarked on a journey of empowerment and upliftment with love and compassion as 
his guiding lights. Through his expertise in culinary arts, he trained countless women in food processing, 
baking, and various culinary aspects, providing them with the tools to carve out their paths to success.
Pranjal’s entrepreneurial spirit shone brightly as he launched a food truck upon his return,  in Dibrugarh. 
His venture quickly gained popularity, becoming the sole food truck in town. Alongside his culinary 
endeavours, Pranjal worked closely with the Dibrugarh District Administration, training 
women from rural areas providing them with a means to support their families  and serving 
as a master trainer for government skill development institutions in Silchar and beyond.

Despite the challenges he faced, Pranjal’s determination and resilience never wavered. He shared his 
inspiring journey with audiences far and wide, serving as a motivational speaker in colleges and schools.
Pranjal, after returning from the USA, started a food truck business, which was the only food truck 
in Dibrugarh town at that time. He introduced many continental dishes in his food truck, which 
attracted many people to try and explore the new dishes, which they enjoyed and praised a lot. 
After one and a half years of running his successful food truck, Pranjal took a bold step forward by 
opening a restaurant named F3 Akhaaj, offering a blend of ethnic Assamese cuisine and continental 
delights. Notably, Rajdeep Sardesai, Anchor and Editor of India Today, visited F3 Akhaaj to host a segment 
of the program “Election on My Plate,” recognizing Pranjal’s culinary excellence and community impact.

Currently, Pranjal is at the helm of a transformative Eri Silk project in collaboration with NABARD, 
touching the lives of over 550 families. Under his guidance, this project promises the production of Eri 
Silk clothing and the creation of value-added products from the pupa, ensuring 
sustainable livelihoods for the community.

His decision to prioritise the well-being of his people over personal gain is a testament to his unwavering 
integrity and selflessness. Though his pay may be less, the mental peace and blessings he receives 
from the ones he serves are priceless beyond measure.

Pranjal Saikia’s journey is a shining example of the transformative power of love, compassion, and 
service. He stands as a beacon of hope and inspiration, reminding us of the profound impact one 
individual can have on their community and the world.



“Success is not just about reaching the destination, but about embracing the
journey with dedication, perseverance, and a relentless pursuit of excellence."
This philosophy has been my guiding light throughout my professional 
career. From my early education in hospitality to my current role as a 
Security and Loss Prevention Manager at Amazon, my journey has been marked 
by challenges, growth, and unwavering commitment. From the very start, 
I embraced the values of learning, dedication, and loving what I do, which
have been the guiding principles of my career. Back in those days, with an interest 
in the hospitality sector, I began my journey with a course in hospitality from the 
Institute Of Hotel Management PUSA, New Delhi, where I developed a strong 
foundation in hospitality management and customer service. This is where my 
passion for the service industry was ignited, and the groundwork for my career 
was laid.

Rising Through the Ranks
Armed with my knowledge and a desire to excel, I embarked on my professional 
journey at Le Meridien, New Delhi, in the F&B department. Here, I imbibed the 
importance of exceptional customer service and meticulous attention to detail.

Subsequently, I continued to refine my skills and broaden my experience at 
Intercontinental Eros, New Delhi, where I further honed my customer service 
abilities and attention to detail. My dedication was rewarded with recognition 
as the Best Employee of the Month twice. With my passion for 
exploringnew opportunities, growing my skills, and a kick for the service sector, 
I transitioned from hospitality to Operational Auditor at Nirulas Corner 
House Pvt. Ltd., Noida. Here, I honed my abilities in coordinating
Operational, Quality audits, and Loss Prevention. This is where my journey 
into business operations and management began. I gained valuable insights during 
this role. My commitment to excellence led to my involvement in auditing
food quality for volunteers at the Commonwealth Games, showcasing my 
dedication to quality assurance.

My journey further evolved with a pivotal role at Alchemist Ltd., New Delhi, 
where I served as Deputy Manager in Internal Audit. Here, I identified emerging 
risks, managed operational risk activities such as assessments, incident capture, scenario 
analysis, and planning, coordinated audit results with top management, and 
investigated potential fraud cases, showcasing my analytical prowess with data 
and attention to detail by identifying risk along with a control framework.

Power of Perseverance
Lessons from Mr. Harsh Bharadwaj’s life. 

Mr. Harsh Bharadwaj
Security & Loss 
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My career’s most memorable and significant time, I would say, began when I joined WH 
Smith Future Group, Gurugram, as a Manager of Inventory controls, Audit, and Loss 
Prevention. With my hard work and dedication to excel, I led and managed the inventory 
controls, audit, and loss prevention retail operations of 100+ stores and DCs across various 
locations. Implementing proactive strategies resulted in a significant reduction in shrinkage
 and theft.

My growth journey continued as I transitioned to Paradise Food Court Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad, as a 
Senior Manager in Loss Prevention. In this role, I led the F&B Controls and Loss Prevention for 
over 47 stores across PAN India.

Today, I stand proud as a Security and Loss Prevention Manager at Amazon, culminating in years 
of hard work, dedication, and a commitment to excellence. My role at Amazon is a testament to my 
journey of growth and accomplishment. Here at Amazon, I am keen on implementing my skills 
and learning.

My Motto: Learning, Dedication, and Hard Work
But my journey doesn’t end here. I am a firm believer in the power of continuous learning and 
improvement. Therefore, with my professional journey, I continued my educational journey side 
by side with an MBA in retail to further enhance my knowledge and skills, aiming to reach new 
heights in my career.

My motto has always been learning and dedication. I firmly believe that we can always learn 
and improve ourselves with the right mindset and unwavering dedication. Hard work is the 
key to success, and I approach every task with commitment, genuinely loving what I do.
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Sustainable Hospitality: Greening 
Initiatives and Eco-Friendly 
Practices
The hospitality industry, with its vast global footprint, has recognized the urgent need to 
adopt environmentally sustainable practices. From reducing carbon footprints to managing 
wastage and promoting responsible procurement, hotels around the world are increasingly 
integrating green initiatives into their operations. In this article, we will explore some of the 
aspects of greening initiatives in hospitality, focusing on carbon footprint mapping, wastage 
control in Food and Beverage (F&B), amenities usage, and other sustainability measures.

One of the key steps in greening initiatives for hotels is the mapping and reduction of 
carbonfootprints. This involves assessing and quantifying the greenhouse gas emissions 
generated by various aspects of hotel operations. From energy consumption to transportation 
and waste management, understanding the carbon footprint allows hotels to identify areas 
for improvement. By investing in renewable energy sources and energy-efficient technologies 
and offsetting carbon emissions through initiatives such as tree-planting programs, hotels 
can significantly reduce their environmental impact. It is important to understand 
the nature of scope 1, 2 and 3 consumptions to start with, conduct a detailed study with 
stakeholders and create an abatement strategy to reduce the footprint on a year-on-year 
basis. The IHCL (Taj Hotels) has engaged a foremost hospitality advisory agency 
and has benefited immensely since the early 2000s via their Earth Check Programme.

Food and Beverage operations in hotels are a significant contributor to overall waste generation. 
To address this, hotels are implementing measures to control and minimise wastage. This 
includes adopting sustainable food sourcing practices, optimising portion sizes, and 
implementing efficient kitchen processes. Some hotels have embraced composting and 
recycling programs to manage organic waste responsibly. Additionally, partnering with 
local farms and food banks helps redirect surplus food to those in need, contributing 
to both environmental and social sustainability.

No more shying from these; even Luxury brands have embraced dispensers for guest 
toiletries. Traditional single-use amenities in guest bathrooms contribute to plastic waste and 
environmental pollution. Many hotels are transitioning to refillable dispensers for toiletries 
such as soaps, shampoos, and lotions. This not only reduces plastic waste but also encourages 
guests to use only what they need, minimising excess consumption. Some hotels have 
taken it a step further by offering eco-friendly and locally sourced toiletries, aligning with 
the ‘vocal for local’ initiative and promoting sustainable tourism.

The evergreen mantra of “reduce, reuse, recycle” is gaining strong prominence in the hospitality 
sector. Hotels are actively working towards minimising waste by reducing single-use plastics, 
implementing recycling programs, and encouraging guests to participate in sustainable practices. 
Providing recycling bins in guest rooms and common areas, along with clear 
instructions on waste separation, fosters a culture of responsible waste disposal. As back in the 
olden days, hotels have now started with a supply of filtered water in glass bottles for guests at 
every venue and room rather than consuming humongous tons of water bottled in plastic.

Efficient energy use is a critical component of greening initiatives. Hotels are investing in ener-
gy-efficient appliances, lighting, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. 
Some are incorporating smart technologies to monitor and control energy consumption. 

Additionally, hotels are exploring renewable energy sources such as solar and wind power to 
decrease reliance on conventional energy grids further. By optimising power and fuel 
consumption, hotels not only reduce their environmental impact but also achieve cost
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Sustainable procurement practices are becoming increasingly important in the hospitality industry. 
Hotels are prioritising suppliers and products that adhere to eco-friendly standards. This includes sourcing 
locally produced goods to support the ‘vocal for local’ initiative, as well as choosing products with minimal 
packaging and a commitment to environmental responsibility. By aligning with suppliers who share their 
commitment to sustainability, hotels contribute to a more responsible and ethical supply chain. This, 
in turn, reduces air miles and helps the cause of abatement strategies for carbon footprint reductions.

The hospitality industry often involves its people in extensive travels. Hotels are exploring 
ways to minimise the carbon footprint associated with this. This includes promoting virtual 
meetings, offering incentives to choose eco-friendly transportation options, and organising carbon 
offset programs for travel-related emissions. By encouraging sustainable travel practices, hotels 
contribute to broader efforts to mitigate the environmental impact of the tourism industry.
The 'vocal for local’ movement again encourages businesses to support and promote local economies. 
In the hospitality sector, this translates into sourcing local products, engaging with local artisans, 
and incorporating indigenous cultural elements into hotel experiences. Many hotels in India, for 
example, are partnering with local communities to showcase regional craftsmanship, culinary 
traditions, and sustainable practices. This not only enhances the authenticity of the guest experience 
but also supports local economies and preserves cultural heritage. The Year of the Millet programme 
was well rolled out by hotels in India, supporting the cause of agri-economy and sustainability.

Several hotels in India have been at the forefront of sustainable initiatives, setting an example for the
industry. The ITC Hotels chain, for instance, has implemented the 'Responsible Luxury’ philosophy, 
focusing on resource efficiency, waste management, and community engagement. The Taj 
Hotels group has taken significant steps to reduce its carbon footprint through energy-efficient 
practices and water conservation measures. Their 'Pathya’ programme is a benchmark roll-out 
on sustainability and brings to the fore various aspects of sustainable development and care 
for nature. These efforts align with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
emphasising the importance of sustainable practices for economic, social, and environmental 
well-being.

Hotels globally are increasingly aligning their sustainability efforts with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These 17 goals address various aspects of sustainable 
development, including mitigating world hunger, poverty, inequality, climate change, and responsible 
consumption. By incorporating practices that contribute to the achievement of thesegoals, hotels 
play a crucial role in advancing a more sustainable and equitable future. The hospitality industry’s 
journey towards greener practices is a testament to its commitment to environmental 
stewardship. From mapping carbon footprints to controlling wastage, using eco-friendly 
amenities, and adhering to UN SDGs, hotels are making strides in creating a more sustainable 
and responsible sector. By embracing green initiatives, hotels not only contribute to the global fight 
against climate change but also enhance their reputation, attract environmentally conscious guests, 
and achieve long-term cost savings. As the world continues to prioritise sustainability, the hospitality 
industry’s commitment to green practices will undoubtedly play a pivotal role in shaping a more 
sustainable and resilient future.
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